
QUICK USER GUIDE MIXER HC

These short instructions may only be used by trained personnel who are familiar with the 

operating manual and the device. Observe the safety precautions.

Temperature Control and Mixing

Switch off „PROGR.“ function (see below).

Use

to set temperature, mixing frequency and/or time.

The device starts with temperature control/mixing.

After the time has elapsed, mixing ends,

however, temperature control continues.

Interval Mix

To switch on/off interval mix: Press longer than 2 seconds.
Control light will light when function is activated.

Use

to set temperature and total time.

To set mix time

use the keys 

To set stop time

The device starts alternates continually between temperature control and 

mixing. Mix – Pause, etc., until the total time has elapsed. Temperature 

control is then continued.
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QUICK USER GUIDE MIXER HC

Progr.

To switch on/off „PROGR.“: Press                longer than 2 seconds.

Control light will light when function is activated.

Use

to set temperature, mixing frequency and/or time for the 

first mixing/temperature control run

(temperature control and mixing or interval mix).

to switch to the second mixing/temperature control run.

Use

to set temperature, mixing frequency and/or time for the

second mixing/temperature control run 

(routine run or interval mix).

To switch back to the first mixing/temperature control run.

The device starts with the first mixing/temperature control run. After the time 

has elapsed, it automatically starts with the second mixing/temperature control 

run. Temperature control is then continued with the temperature nominal 

value of the second run.

Short Mix

The device continues mixing with the set frequency as long as the key is 

pressed.
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